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compared with the Porsche, and that cost the
Vette some points. The Chevy can be driven
extremely quickly, but it doesn’t inspire the
same confidence as the Porsche. Although
both these cars ride quite well, the Vette feels
a little less buttoned down. It could use more
precision and perhaps stiffer shocks.

The difference was most noticeable while
braking. Stomp on the middle pedal in the
Vette, and it practically stands on its nose,
whereas the Porsche squats hard. The 911
stopped from 70 in only 150 feet, 14 fewer
than the Corvette.

True, that difference is due largely to the
Porsche’s rear-weight bias, but taken as a
complete car, the 911 has a tick more sharp-
ness. The Vette’s steering is lifeless in com-
parison to the 911’s. Plus, Chevy could have
done better with the shifter. The throws are
short, but it’s stiff, and it balks every once in
a while at a gearchange. It’s the opposite of
the Porsche’s precise and easy-moving rod. 

We’re talking nuances here; the difference
in most categories amounted to only a point.
The 911’s added feel and precision must be
what the extra money buys you, because
despite the much lower price, the Vette still
has more features, such as power seats,
adjustable lumbar and side-bolster supports,
and a nifty head-up readout showing lateral
acceleration.

In the end, though, it was the Vette’s out-
standing value that carried the day, as it scored
20 points in that category to the 911’s 15. It
was a deficit the Porsche almost, but not quite,
surmounted. As we’ve said before, for the
money, there isn’t a better sports car around.■

Results Chevrolet Porsche
Corvette Z51 911 Carrera

driver comfort (10) 10 9
front-seat space* (10) 10 8

ergonomics (10) 9 9
trunk space* (5) 5 5

features/amenities* (10) 10 8
fit and finish (10) 9 10

styling (10) 9 9
value (20) 20 15
total (85) 82 73

engine output* (10) 10 8
performance* (10) 10 8

throttle response (10) 10 10
engine NVH (10) 8 10

transmission (10) 8 10
total (50) 46 46

performance* (10) 9 10
steering feel (10) 8 10

brake feel (10) 9 10
on-road handling (10) 9 10

race-track handling (10) 9 9
ride (10) 9 10

total (60) 53 59

gotta-have-it factor (25) 23 24
fun to drive (25) 22 23
grand total (245) 226 225

finishing order 1 2

*These objective scores are calculated from the vehicles’ dimensions, 
capacities, and/or test results. Best in test.
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